
The other side of the hill
A survey of the general scene
Kevin FitzGerald

In Lord Macaulay's time 'every schoolboy' knew 'who imprisoned Montezuma
and who strangled Atahualpa'. But hardly any schoolboy knew that 12 years
before that famous beginning to the essay on Lord Clive a young man from
Trinity College, Cambridge, called Auldjo, had made, on 8 and 9 August 1827,
an ascent of Mont Blanc. He was by no means, as we all know, the first man
to do that. But he was foolish enough to write a book about it, and the
'Edinburgh Review' for the Octoberl]anuary quarter 1829/30 devoted a few
pages to the taking apart of Mr Auldjo. All this was mentioned by de Beer
and Graham Brown in their great Centenary book on the mountain but the
review was probably the first occasion on which the whole sport, activity or
way of life which was going to be called 'Mountaineering' was seriously to be
questioned. Mr Auldjo had imperilled the lives of harmless peasants, subjected
their wives to forebodings of widowhood, and might just as well have fired off
a gun, blindfolded, into a crowded street in the expectation that, had he killed
someone, he would have been acquitted of murder. After a further rebuke to
poor forgotten Mr Auldjo for having the impertinence throughout his little
book to refer to Chamonix instead of Chamouni, the Edinburgh reviewer went
on to describe the start of the expedition, appending his own commentary.
The interesting point here is that except for the number of guides employed
the whole scene described was in no way different from the assembling
(witnessed by this writer in 1965) of a strong walking party outside PyG for
Snowdon and the Horseshoe. On that occasion, too, the start was delayed,
someone was late, 2 or 3 people dropped out, a potential striver was with
drawn by a wife, someone wept.

On Mont Blanc in 1827 the subsequent procedures were not all that dif
ferent in kind, although vastly so in scale. Everyone became exhausted, and
Mr Auldjo collapsed near the summit but was dragged to the top by enthusi
astic guides using ropes. There was nothing whatever to be seen, and there
was a furious wind. Going down was a great deal worse than going up. There
was a storm, 'everyone was deprived of the use of their limbs', but all was more
or less well. One of the guides gave Mr Auldjo his cloak, another walked in
front of him 'with extended baton'. Clinging to this 'without having to expose
my hands' Mr Auldjo got safely down, to be very rightly congratulated by his
friends 'and those spectators who had congregated through curiosity at his
Inn'. The Edinburgh reviewer would have none of it. He thought that if in
future any young man wished to engage in such foolhardy nonsense he should,
at no danger to others, 'run along the parapets of bridges, preferably after .
very heavy falls of sleet'.

So much for all that; our real concern is with that beginning of books and
articles, a never ending flow, about mountaineering as a sport. Quite a bit of
scientific writing had already been done, and of this the 'Edinburgh Review'
approved. De Saussure and Paccard were not left out of the 'Auldjo"Com
mination Service, but they had added to the sum of human knowledge. Mr
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Auldjo had not.
What he had done, and it is hard to forgive him, was to Set a Fashion. For

the past 150 years hands so wonderfully selective and powerful on rock and
ice have subsequently reached with equal confidence for pen and ink, all too
often with disastrous results. It is years since Mr Fedden pointed out that an
Englishman returning from a desert almost invariably produces a near master
piece, but only 'an expedition book' if he has been to a great mountain. It is
15 years or more since Mr Wrangham gave it as his opinion that expedition
books were written for and only read by members of the expedition described.
How true that was. Even Mummery with his ponderous jokes about Bouvier, or
superstitious peasants, his shouts of joy, firmness with guides, his making of
this or that 'mauvais pas' is well nigh unbearable to~day, tremendous man
though he was. But so, with perhaps a couple of exceptions, are the giants of
our own time. They, just like Mr Auldjo and his hundreds of successors, only
just manage a particular move, barely escape the falling rock, practically stop
breathing, are perished with cold, loathe the discomfort of it all, wish them
selves anywhere else, fall into crevasses, slide off delicate holds on ice, escape
death by inches. It is all true, all predictable, and the camera has made it
doubly uninteresting. In the last quarter of a t:entury we have all seen thou
sands of pictures of bearded figures in 'anoraks' crouched in tents, ice-caves,
Whillans Boxes; sometimes they are roped together beneath overhangs or
sitting in slings. Turn the page and they re-appear, bent to the ground under
loads, clinging to ice-falls, standing proudly on summits. Anyone of these
pictures might have been taken anywhere in the world. ot so long ago there
was a splendid photograph depicting, for advertising purposes 4 scarlet-clad
figures in a waste of snow and ice. Tough men they were, those actors, huddled
at the foot of Rowan Tree Route on the Milestone, that winter's morning.
But enough of that, too. We shall all continue to buy and to struggle breathlessly
through every 'big' mountain book as it comes out. After all we know the
people personally, or have seen them; and in any case we lose not a second
each month as we tear the wrappers from 'Revista Mensile' or 'Alpenverein',
let alone the English climbing papers.

Twelve years ago (and tiring, now, of Madox Ford's 'This writer') I wrote
a piece for this Journal called 'Mountains in the Strand'. I had taken an im
mense amount of trouble over it, and a month to write it. I had not had a
rejection slip for 20 years, and I thought the piece as good as anything I had
ever done. It was back with me in less than a week and it is my firm belief,
although the Editor of that time has never referred to the matter, that he
though I had made the whole thing up.

I collect the 'Strand Magazine' in the publisher's original binding cases and
I have the first 25 volumes in a straight run. The rubbish about mountains in
those first 25 volumes is not to be believed. By that time the novelists and
penny-a-Iine journalists had begun (in their mountain fictions) to ape the
heavy style of the early and truly glorious Alpinists while lacking their know
ledge. Thus, in those early 'Strands' young men, marooned and gravely injured
on dangerous high mountains in mid-winter were rescued by the girls they had
misunderstood, or cold-shouldered, 'tripping lightly over the harsh rocks and
cold sheeted ice'. Old men after burying something (a body, a jewel, a live
woman) in a 200 foot crevasse were hauled out-'he panted as the strain came
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on him'-by their villainous but trusted sole companion. There was always
plenty of room, with a picture to a page (the policy of the Owners), for stories
of Eastern Beauties leading men in orfolk jackets, girded about with revolvers
and bandoliers, up, or down, 1000 ft cliffs by moonlight. In all such cases the
lady wore sandals with her sari.

A 'dash down to the summit', so rightly but unjustly rejected by that
scholarly Editor, took place in the course of an incredible tale set, perhaps, in
the Italian Alps: but I can't bear to go into all that again. Some years ago I was
walking with that Editor from the top of Carnedd Llewelwyn to the summit
of Foel Grach. 'Wasn't there someone', I said to him, 'who wrote something,
somewhere, about dashing down to a summit'? Like the great Ar-e-her Thompson
before him, 1Jl1 a~imilar occasion. of awkwardness, .rhat Editor said nQ!.hing._
For the hundredth time that day he lighted his pipe, and plodded downward~"

A guinea was a nice price for a story in those days and even then a small
sum like that could not, and did not, command accuracy or research. Nor did
either come from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, highly paid though he was, and
illustrated by Mr Paget, no less. There was a marvellous frontispiece in the
'Strand' the month Sir Arthur, as he hoped and believed, got rid of Holmes
for good. Who, looking at that picture of Professor Moriarty and Holmes,
locked together as they began a fall apparently of some thousands of feet,
could ever really believe in the subsequent, enforced, 'Return'.

'The Playground of Europe' not only cleared the way for the storyteller;
it let in the journalist. Now just as the abolition of capital punishment has
taken all interest out of trials for murder (the trial of George Smith took the
First World War off the front pages for a week), so no mountain event is really
worth anything much to a popular journal unless there has been a death, a
disaster of some kind, or a violent quarrel. Who wants to read that Jack, Tom,
Harry and Charlie, all friends, went off to the Himalaya, climbed 'Hereshegoes',
(24367 ft), enjoyed themselves enormously, and flew quietly home and back
to work? But let Charlie come home, 'in a fit of pique', Tom lose all his toes,
'in a nightmare descent', and Harry find that, 'some kind of domestic trouble'
has broken up his home, and there are the nuclei of a fine story, or even a
book.

Most of the big detective story writers, but who reads a true detective
novel to-day, got to the mountains sooner or later. It is 30, nearer 40, years
since Mr Fortune, 'moaning at Joan', as he munched his way through a special
hazel-nut ice cream (it was that which had brought him to the Alps), solved
the rock-fall mystery that had killed a climber or two, and thrown vile and un
worthy suspicions on another. Even then, even before the famous 'Finch'
dictum that 'no young man who climbed regularly and belonged to a recognised
climbing organisation needed any other sort of reference for any sort of work',
there were very few actually villainous climbers. Men who engineered rock
falls, literally to sweep rivals from their paths, were not of entirely British
origin and merely happened to possess skills which enabled them to 'get up
there'. 'As you can see for yourself, Lomas, through these glasses. Look
closely, by that crushed eidelweiss, and you will see where the key boulder
lay. By dislodging that he could, as he did, bring the whole mountain down
on to poor Roderick'. Something like that.

Things speeded up a bit on the arrival of the thriller writers and I have
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myself been guilty of staging a gun-fight on Lliwedd's 'Horned Crag'. But I
knew enough not to let my Principal Boy do any climbing and as it was Mr
(as he then was) Longland wrote to say that he had taken a fresh look at the
cliff and that, 'The whole thing is quite possible'. In my modest reply I forgot
to mention the guide-book benefits I had derived from Archer Thomson,
Menlove Edwards and Wilfrid Noyce.

No one climbs in any of Chandler's books or short stories, although a
couple of low characters drive motor cars over cliffs, and a local sheriff declares
that there is, 'No Crime in the Mountains'; There was enough to make a good
story all the same. Eric Ambler has a nice mountain-pass sequence in one of
his books, and naturally, A. E. W. Mason's Monsieur Hanaud, looks lovingly at
Mont Blanc in more than one novel. After all Mr Mason was a Member of the
Alpine Club. Ian Fleming left mountains alone. Who wants mountains when
there are tanks full of electric eels and piranhas in which to throw people?

Except for television spectaculars, always worth the licence money, moun
tains have not come too well out of film cameras. Ski-ing is exciting in 'Cine
rama', and the cliff climbing in the 'Guns of Navarone' was well faked. Some
years ago I saw, in company with its Producef and Director, a feature film
with a lot of rock climbing in it. 'Every foot done from the tops of soap boxes
and short stages', the Director told me proudly, but I'd guessed that already.
On the other hand I saw a re-run on television of 'North by North West' a few
months ago and even 10 years after seeing the film I thought the climbing, in
frocks and evening shoes, on those Presidential Faces in the Dakotas was
exciting. Hitchcock doesn't make mistakes.

The comic artists were early on the mountain scene and many of the
more sophisticated 'New Yorker' and 'Esquire' cartoons (as they call them)
are still funny. Everyone knows the picture of a desperate struggle to a summit,
with, unknown to the climbers, an old lady on the other side of it conducting
a choir of little children. Most people know Charles Addam's picture of a
horrified climber, just embarked on his pitch, gazing down at the gigantic
hand clutching the rim of the stance he has just left. My own favourite, not
forgetting that frightening picture of a skier, safely beyond the tree in his
path, his tracks running smoothly both sides of it, has no mountain at all. It's
a kind of 'Alf Bridge' picture of a high-rise window-cleaner on an American
skyscraper. He is leaning happily back, well into his safety-belt, at an open
window hundreds of feet over nothing. He is nicely in balance and his hands
are free to hold cards. He is making up a bridge four.

But Art beats Nature every time. Long and long ago 'they' based a Kenneth
More film at PyG, and a nicer man never stayed there. All the crew were
delightful but they thought the climbers of those days a trifle patronising and,
at first, they were a bit stand-offish. On the third night we had all become
friends but someone who had spent the day on Cloggy was 'holding forth' a
little. At a pause the Lighting Cameraman said mildly, 'I've had to do a few
things myself in my time', and he took a photograph out of his pocket, just
a snapshot. He was standing, one footed, on top of an 800 foot transmitter
pylon. We gave him best.

All the comic writers -tend to fail when they come to the mountains. Mr
Brasher has written somewhere that the whole 'sport' is ludicrous. Well, yes,
but it is not 'funny' and has no attractions for those who spend time in the
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deliberate search for 'Fun'. 'Rum Doodle' had a vogue at one time, Wells's
'Little Mother up the Murderberg' has its moments, and the undergraduates
who produced a Climbers' Club Guide to Everest, almost immediately after
Lord Hunt's Expedition, had the right idea, although their effort has not
stood the test of time. The real absurdities of the present are always outdating
the fictitious nonsenses of the recent past.

The present temporary fashion for 'permissive' writing is singularly un
funny. We are all aware that climbers micturate and excrete but, as has most
happily been pointed out recently in one of the climbing papers, we don't
want the details. Dean Swift went into all that with absolute finality a long
time ago.

What are we really left with in the comic vein? Menlove Edward's 'great
effort'; Cox on Precipices, 'some of them are still considered quite steep
slopes'; Joe Kretschmer coming out of the Atlas mountains, Don Whillans
returning from Wilfrid oyce's last mountain, a classic piece of comedy.
There is nothing else, much.

I only possess about 200 books on climbing but the other day I lunched
with a member of the Alpine Club who said, as I was leaving his house, 'You
must come over again soon and we'll look through some of my climbing
books'. He opened a door and I saw a large book-covered wall, certainly more
than 1000 books. 'A lot fewer than half', he said. My heart sank. In every
single one of those books, with 3 possible exceptions which came to mind,
there would occur, somewhere between page 1 and the first of the appendices,
a selection from the following,

'It will go, mein herr,' Almer said, 'It must go.'
'Send up the sacks,' I cried.
'The lightning played round our trusty axes as though the
very devil was loose on the mountain'
'I othing could compare in sublimity with the vista which
now lay below us.'
'We plodded on down, our hands deep thrust into pockets,
our hearts light.'

And so on, and so on, and so on. ot once will I come across, as I reverently
take down book after book,

'Don't let's start, Jack; let's go home,' I said
'I had told Blenkinsop I wouldn't be able to manage
the pitch and, when we came to it, I couldn't.'
'I'm frightened,' I cried.
'We were tired out. We'd climbed the mountain and we
all felt thoroughly ill. We'd had a lousy day and were
glad it was over. Ambleside and I have not met since.'

But perhaps the whole thing as we know it at present is coming to an end;
certainly the day of the big sponsored expedition is ne·arly over, and we may
begin to hope for private climbing by private people engaged in enjoying the
company of their friends in congenial surroundings. But what a splendid day
it will be when we read for the very last time, 'We are greatly indebted to
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited for plastic buckets and red "Sloshiton"
for the markers'.
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